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The first step is to agree that most peopleThe first step is to agree that most people 
share the goal of true diversity, with many 
races competing freely and successfully. 
B t ti th thiBut everyone wanting the same thing 
doesn’t tell us ‘how’--how do we get there? 
How do we lift often poorly educated 
minorities to an equal footing in the 
classroom? How do we do this while 
respecting that being singled out for specialrespecting that being singled out for special 
attention--and often being ‘tracked’ into a 
lower educational rung--can result in 
crippling doubts about one’s abilities?crippling doubts about one’s abilities?
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The Geometry of Fairness A Study in Equity:
thoughtful Questions

Wh t d it t b t t d f i l ?What does it mean to be treated fairly?
Do we all start the race at the same time? With the 

same resources? What role, if any, do our 
individual differences play in being treated 
fairly?

How does the playing field in education influenceHow does the playing field in education influence 
the rules of the game as well as who wins and 
who loses?

How can we make the game of educationHow can we make the game of education 
equitable?
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Associations

What comes to mind when you think of the word, 
“fairness”? (words, ideas, pictures, sounds, feelings)

How about when you think of the word, “unfair”?
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Learner’s Role in 
R di f M iReading for Meaning

Review each statement, establish hypothesis.

E
A

xamine the text carefully.

A
D

s you read, collect evidence to support/refute each statement .

ecide if  evidence is sufficient to support/refute.D
S

ecide if  evidence is sufficient to support/refute.

hare your evidence with your teammates; see if  you agree 
or disagree; try to resolve your differences 
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The Geometry of Fairness: A Study in Equity

Before Reading 
(A/D?)

After Reading 
(A/D?)

M th ti l t th  t b  di t dMathematical truths cannot be disputed.

Support                                            Refute

Life is a stage, we all play a part, but few people are aware 
of  the play they are in or the part they are playing.

Support                                            Refute



The Geometry of Fairness: A Study in Equity

Before Reading 
(A/D?)

Reading For Meaning Statements After Reading 
(A/D?)

The shape of  the playing field has a dramatic impact on The shape of  the playing field has a dramatic impact on 
how the game is played.

Support                                            Refute

Science and mathematics are not of  much use when it 
comes to solving social problems.
S t R f tSupport                                            Refute

Handicapping in golf, and in life, makes for an even playing 
field.

Support                                            Refute



ReflectionReflection

What is the shape of your school’s playing field?

Is it tilted for some students to succeed and others to struggle?

Why might two students who come to your school eager to learn find success 
and another failure?

What do you think your school needs to do to even the playing field?

What are the hidden dimensions that must be addressed?



Fairness MeansFairness Means
6 H i th t1. Taking the time to listen 

and understand before 
you act.

6. Having the courage to 
change the rules when 
they are not fair.

2. Giving a voice to 
everyone.

7. Having the confidence in
yourself and your own 
abilities to get the job

3. An equal opportunity for 
everyone to succeed.

abilities to get the job 
done.

8 H i th
y

4. Others taking 
responsibility by looking

8. Having the resources 
you need to succeed.

responsibility by looking 
out for others.

5 Playing by the rules

9. Is what makes 
democracy work.

5. Playing by the rules.
10. Standing up against 

injustice.
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Focus of the Thoughtful ClassroomFocus of the Thoughtful Classroom
Five Essential (Thoughtful) Questions:

What skills do students need to develop in order to achieve What skills do students need to develop in order to achieve 
at high levels? 
What instructional strategies enable the greatest gains in 
student achievement?
How can we address the diversity of our students in a way 
that is manageable and provides an equal opportunity for all 
students to achieve?
How can we design units of instruction that motivate How can we design units of instruction that motivate 
learners with different learning styles yet still address the 
skills and core content knowledge students need to 
succeed?
How do schools become professional learning communities How do schools become professional learning communities 
that support teachers through the improvement process?
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Read the essay the Know How of 
High Achievers

Stop reg larl at• Stop regularly at:
– Bottom of page 2.4

Middle of page 2 5– Middle of page 2.5
– Bottom of page 2.5
– Bottom of page 2.6p g

• Make a post it note. The note can be a brief 
summary, a question, reaction to what you read or y q y
a connection you make from the text to another 
idea.
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Four Reasons for Making NotesFour Reasons for Making Notes

• Improves comprehension
O i iti• Organize our writing

• Help us study• Help us study
• Used to reflectUsed to reflect
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To notice means to take aTo notice means to take a 
second look. 

The word note comes from 
the some root as the word 

notice. Notes are thenotice.  Notes are the 
things we underline or 

write that helps us revisitwrite that helps us revisit 
what we think is important 

to pay attention to
Silver Strong & Associates 14

to pay attention to.
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Use the Window Notes Organizer 
to Analyze Your Notes

Facts FeelingsFacts Feelings

Questions Ideas
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How many notes do you have 
in each category?

• Compare your notes with a friend• Compare your notes with a friend. 
How are they similar/different? What do 
these similarities and differences mean?

• If your notes were a “window” into your 
mind, what do they say about how you pay 
attention to your world?
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What we see from this example is that people tend 
to lean toward one of the following:

• Fact Finders Feeling Watchers

Question Seekers Idea MakersQuestion Seekers Idea Makers
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Which style of  ATTENTION seems to be your preference?
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High Achievers:High Achievers:

Make FIVE times as many notes as Average Achieversy g

Make notes in all four boxes

AVERAGE  ACHIEVERS make notes in predominately 
ONE box:                            FACTS AND DETAILS

Why do you think this is so?
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What IFWhat IF….

We taught students how to make notes in all four boxes?

Wh t ld b  th  i t f  th i  t   th i  What would be the impact of  their notes on their 
comprehension, their retention, their communication 
(speaking and writing)?
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High Achievers vs  Low/Average Achievers:High Achievers vs. Low/Average Achievers:

Read almost TWICE as slow as average achieversg

Make nearly three times more notes when reading

Are able to manage abstract terms and academic 
content vocabularycontent vocabulary

What else distinguishes High Achievers from their 
Average Achiever peers?
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Carefully observe the 
following slide:following slide:

Id if  h  kill  h  Identify the skills that 
students need in order students need in order 

to respond 
successfully to the 

task:task:



F th C ti t St t S i EFrom the Connecticut State Science Exam

Science Standard 5B12: Explain how organisms are adapted to       
environmental conditions in different biomes (LIB2)environmental conditions in different biomes. (LIB2)

Study the picture of the imaginary animal below. Based on its features, make scientific 
inferences about the animals habitat and about its niche. In other words, tell about the 
kind of area it might live in, what it might eat, and what role it might play in its 

it B t l i icommunity. Be sure to explain your reasoning.
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Why “Hidden”?y

Under Taught Under Assessed

Under Mentioned Not Bench Marked
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The Hidden Skills of Academic Literacy

Reading and Study Skills
Collect & Organized Ideas Through 

Note-making

Reflective Skills
oConstruct Plans to Address Questions 
and Tasks

Make Sense of Abstract Academic 
Vocabulary

Read & Interpret Visual Displays of 
Information

oUse Criteria and Guidelines to Evaluate 
Work in Progress
o Control or Alter Mood and Impulsivity

Thinking Skills
Draw Conclusions, Make Inferences, 

Hypotheses, Conjectures, & Test Them

Communication Skills
Write Clear, Well-formed, Coherent 

Explanations in All Content AreasHypotheses, Conjectures, & Test Them
Conduct Comparisons Using Criteria
Analyze the Demands of Different 

Kinds of Higher-order Thinking 
Questions

Explanations in All Content Areas
Write Comfortably in Non-Fiction 

Genres: Problem/Solution, Decision-
making, Argument, Comparative

Read & Write About 2 or More
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Questions Read & Write About 2 or More 
Documents
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Bringing the Hidden Skills Out of the Closet

N ki Pl iNote-making Planning

1. What do you do to improve 
your students’ abilities in 
these areas?

2. What are your colleagues 
doing?

3. How could you find out 
what’s happening with these 
skills in your school?

4 How would you organize4. How would you organize 
your school to get 
improvement in one of these 
areas?
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The Importance of Summarization

S th i St d N ES A ES P til G iSynthesis Study No. ESs Ave. ESs Percentile Gain

Pflaum, Walberg, 
Kareganes & Rasher

2 
2

.62
73

23
27Kareganes & Rasher 2               .73 27

Crismore 100 1.04 35

Rosenshine & Meister 10 .88 31

Hattie, Biggs, Purdie 15 .88 31

Rosenshine, Meister, 
Chapman

16 .87 31

R h l & Ki h 3 1 80 47
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Raphael & Kirschner 3 1.80 47
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Summarization is a 
communication device which 

can be done orally, 
dramatically, artistically, 

visually, physically, musically, 
in groups, or individually.
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How does an idea 
become a main idea?become a main idea?
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How does an idea become a main idea?

Imagine you were an idea. Not a 
great idea, not an important idea. 
Something smaller and off to theSomething smaller, and off to the 
side. Something other people saw 
as a detail. You lived in a writer’s 

’head, or in a reader’s mind, or on a 
page somewhere in a library.  But 
you were ambitious; you wanted toyou were ambitious; you wanted to 

become something more, 
something bigger, say a main idea. 

Wh ld d ?
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What would you do?
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Read the Leap 1. Making a calendar is harder than you p
Years essay.

Then examine the 

g y
think.

2. Throughout history, people have had to 
adjust their calendars to make up for the Then examine the 

main idea 
statements.  
Whi h  d  

j p
difference between the solar year and the 
365 day year.

3. We all need an accurate way to keep 
Which one do 
you think best 
represents the 

i  id  f h  

time.

4. Believe it or not, the development of the 
calendar makes for a fascinating story.

main idea of the 
piece?

Explain why.
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Instructional Practices and Strategies:
Marzano’s NineMarzano s Nine

___Generating & Testing Hypotheses

___Summarizing & Note-taking

___Identifying Similarities & Differences

___Questions, Cues,  and Advance Organizers

___Reinforcing Effort & Providing Recognition

___Cooperative Learning

Vocabulary Linguistic & Non-Linguistic Representation___Vocabulary Linguistic & Non Linguistic Representation

___Setting Objectives & Providing Feedback

___Homework & Practice

Which do you think are the top 3 practices? Put a next to them.
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Research clearly indicates the impact of 
h f th   t d t l ieach of these on student learning:

C %il  G iCategory %ile Gain

Identifying Similarities & Differences 45

Summarizing & Note-taking 34

Reinforcing Effort & Providing Recognition 29

Homework & Practice 28Homework & Practice 28

Non-Linguistic Representation 27

Cooperative Learning 27

Setting Objectives & Providing Feedback 23

Generating & Testing Hypotheses 23

Questions, Cues, and Advance Organizers 22
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What the Research reveals:

1. Presenting students with 
explicit guidance in 
identifying similarities and 
differences enhances 

3. Representing similarities 
and differences in graphic 
or symbolic form enhances 
students’ understanding of differences enhances 

students’ understanding 
of and ability to use 
knowledge.

students  understanding of 
an ability to use knowledge.

4. Identification of similarities 
and differences can be 

2. Asking students to 
independently identify 
similarities and 
differences enhances 

and differences can be 
accomplished in a variety of 
ways. The identification of 
similarities and differences 
is a highly robust activitydifferences enhances 

student’s understanding 
of and ability to use 
knowledge.

is a highly robust activity.
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4 Phases of a Thoughtful Compare & Contrast Lesson

Describe
Identify your purpose: select two items to compare
Describe each item separately using criteria to keep yourself focused

CompareCompare
Use a graphic organizer to record the similarities and differences you 

discover

ConcludeConclude
Discuss what you have learned from your comparison: are the items more 

similar or different? What generalizations occur to you?

ApplyApply
Show how you can use what you have learned either by identifying other 

examples of each item, or by creating a product that applies to new 
learning



Why Comparison 
Strategies Fail

What We Can Do About It

Most comparison strategies 
place an emphasis on 
evaluation by appearing in 

Use Compare and Contrast as a 
learning strategy.

one of two setting: as end-
of-chapter questions and on 
tests.

Students don’t have access 
to the information sources

Provide immediate sources of 
information students can use in to the information sources 

they might need to make an 
effective comparison

making comparisons.

Students don’t know what 
they’re looking for.

Provide or work with students to 
establish criteria for comparison, 
and keep students focused on 
the rele ant information
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Why Comparison 
Strategies Fail

What We Can Do About It

Students don’t know how to 
collect and organize their 
findings

Develop or help students develop 
a visual organizer that allows 
them to see the big ideas and thefindings. them to see the big ideas and the 
relevant details.

Comparison tasks often go 
nowhere.

Allow students to discuss what 
they have learned and then apply 
their new understanding to a g
synthesis task.
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Focus Number Three:

H    dd  th  di it  f  How can we address the diversity of our 
students in a way that is manageable and 
provides an equal opportunity for all students 
t  hi ?to achieve?

To change the playing field, we must address the 
diversity of student learning styles in a way that is diversity of student learning styles in a way that is 

meaningful and manageable.
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Carl Jung asked,

How are all minds alike?

H ll i dHow are all minds 
different?
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Carl Jung answered,

All minds PERCEIVE 
and PROCESS 

information but differ ininformation, but differ in 
how they pay attention.
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Are you more like…y
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The Four Functions of Style

SENSING
Physical

Facts
Details

Here & Now
P i tiObjective S bj tiPerspirationObjective

Analyze

Logic

T th

Subjective
Harmonize

Likes/Dislikes

T t

Past & Future
Inspiration

Truth

Procedures

Tact
People

Patterns
Possibilities

Ideas
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INTUITION
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From Function to Style:

S + T

Mastery

S + F

Interpersonal

Sensing

FFeeling

Intuition

Self-ExpressiveUnderstanding
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N + FN + T
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The Four Learning Styles in the ClassroomThe Four Learning Styles in the Classroom
Mastery

Emphasizes: Memory (knowing)
Interpersonal

Emphasizes: Connecting with people; 
Looks for: Specific knowledge/skills
Learns by: Modeling, exercising, 
practicing, and receiving immediate 
feedback

social skills
Looks for: Social utility of learning
Learns by: Experience, empathy, making 
personal connectionsfeedback

Values: Correctness and competence
Performs as: Competent worker

personal connections
Values: Caring and cooperation
Performs as: Community contributor

Understanding Self ExpressiveUnderstanding
Emphasizes: Discovery (reasoning)
Looks for: Ideas, patterns, principles, rules
Learns by: Inquiry, explaining, proving, 

Self-Expressive
Emphasizes: Invention (creativity)
Looks for: Issues, speculations (what if?), 
ethical/philosophic dilemmas, creative y q y p g p g

and probing
Values: Critical thinking and problem-
solving
Performs as: Complex thinker

products
Learns by: Challenge, choice, creativity, 
originality
Values: Craftsmanship and communication
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Performs as: Complex thinker Values: Craftsmanship and communication
Performs as: Creative contributor
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L t’ i T k R t ti dLet’s examine a Task Rotation card:

Review the goals and academic expectations 
page: how are the three examples similar?
Study the Hooks on the other side of each 
example with an eye toward their purposes.
Examine the tasks: What are the 
characteristics of the Mastery, Interpersonal, 
U d t di d S lf E i ti itiUnderstanding, and Self-Expressive activities 
similar? 
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Focus Number Four:

H    d i  it  f i t ti  th t How can we design units of instruction that 
motivate learners with different learning 
styles yet still address the skills and core 

t t k l d  t d t  d t  content knowledge students need to 
succeed?
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T ki   k HOMETaking my work HOME…

How is a Curriculum Unit Like a 
House or a Home?



Wh t d k Wh t d kWhat do you know 
about Houses or 

Homes?

What do you know 
about Curriculum 

Units?Homes? Units?

How are they similar?
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Unit Planning: A Home for the Mind

My Foyer:
How do I introduce the 

lesson?

My Library:
How do students 

My Workshop:
How students practice 

My Porch:
How do I help students How do students 

acquire new 

information?

How students practice 

what they learn?

How do I help students 
reflect on their 

learning?

My Kitchen:
What kinds of tasks do 
I use to assess 

students’ learning?
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Classroom Curriculum Design
U it Bl i tU it Bl i tUnit Blueprint:Unit Blueprint:
What Standards will be addressed?What Standards will be addressed?

Foyer
(Knowledge Anticipation)(Knowledge Anticipation)

How does the unit begin? 
What activities do teachers 
use at the beginning? 
What resources do they 
supply?

Library
(Knowledge Acquisition)

What texts or other 
sources will the students

Workshop
(Practice)

What particular skills will 

Porch
(Reflection)

What activities or sources will the students 
use to acquire new 
information?

be modeled and practiced 
during this unit?

strategies will be used to 
help students reflect on 
what they are learning or 
have learned?

Kit hKitchen
(Assessment)

What assessment tasks 
will the students work on 
throughout the unit and at 
it l ?
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Focus Number Five:

H  d  h l  b  f i l How do schools become professional 
learning communities that support teachers 
through the improvement process?
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CCollaboration

ReflectionReflection

Adaptability

Focus

TThoughtful Teaching & Learning
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The content of Professional Learning has g
four focuses:

Th  l k i   i  1. The real work going on in 
classrooms and schools;
Wh t h  t  l2. What happens to learners;

3. The building of collegial
l ti hi  drelationships; and

4. The application, the practice of 
h b d t t iresearch-based strategies.
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Work, 
Learner  Learner, 

Collegiality, 
Practice Practice …

Focus – A school’s 
capacity to select a 

Collaboration – A school’s 
capacity to create forums capacity to select a 

common goal and 
maintain focus on that 

capacity to create forums 
in which faculty and 
administration can work 

goal over time. together as a team.

Reflection - A school’s Adaptability – A school’s 
capacity to select or 
create assessment 
strategies and use data to 

p y
capacity to support 
teachers in their quest to 
apply what they learn in strategies and use data to 

develop and revise plans.
apply what they learn in 
their classrooms.




